
























 
The Subdivision Guideline Plan 26-8-1997 enforced a Commercial stock fence for 
adjoining properties we will be demanding the same for this Commercial operation. 
 
We will require to fence our boundary fencing to stop trespassers, practically as 
there is dam within 20 metres of this property< I would also hold this property owner 
and the Shire fully responsible should an incident of a commercially pay parties 
have misfortune on our property in in such event of any Nature. We will assume we 
will be “Held Harmless” in any commercial event that involves us by the owner and 
the Shire of Denmark. The Shire does not have foot paths not even a kerb or 
adequate gravel shoulders on this road a cross walk or even split median strips, to 
keep the people under control or keep the in a direction of the random walks. I 
assume the Shire is fully happy to have tourist walk in the middle of a public road. If 
there is a drowning, car accident, pedestrian hit the emotions carnage would be 
unbearable to us as a landowner. 
 
Fencing our property will cause implications/ interference to enter-entrances/ exits 
to Strategic fire road, Shire and the owner will need to supply suitable Remote 
controlled gates to us and emergency service departments. 
 
We are not against progress, this is not domestic progress, we do not have to 
change everything, look at the work we do looking after our native reserves. We 
need to do the same for the families of this town. The special provisions have 
imposed a Single House, to us this indicates a normal family 2 adult and family 
maybe of 4 children, today a house of 6 is Large, your license is 10 Guests this then 
possible to have 10 Adults, (I recently went to Busselton for a golf trip and we had 8 
Male Adults) this does not seem comparable to the special provisions intent.) 
 
You have to question if the existing effluent system is adequate for the short and 
long term and proximity to the creek line for this commercial business. 
 
Has there been an independent study to the possibility of Bird Scaring (ix) 
 
Acknowledging this one change will then allow residents to have a precedent to 
apply to modifying or applying future changes to the special provisions. Where to 
start where do we finish. 
 
You have a full Duty of Care to existing Residents, Wildlife and the Local 
Environment not us at applicant for ever, so we ask you to be mindful of not just 
present but future emerging risks. 
 
Thanks you again for allowing us to comment, Denmark is place we chose to retire 
and we chose a special part of it, so please look after us.  

applicable, being superseded by the Shire’s 
Fire Regulation Notice. Requirements relating 
to the provision of boundary fire access routes 
are addressed under the Fire Regulation 
Notice and have no bearing upon the current 
application. A recent inspection of the 
proposed Holiday Home property by the Shire 
Ranger confirms that it is currently compliant. 
Assumptions that the Holiday Home use would 
pose any greater bushfire hazard than that of a 
standard residential dwelling is 
unsubstantiated.  
 
There is no legislative requirement to fence 
private dams where they are not used for 
swimming purposes. Within rural areas a 
range of natural and man-made hazards such 
as dams are reasonably expected and it would 
not be appropriate to prohibit holiday homes or 
other tourist based uses solely upon such 
perceived risk. Given the close proximity of a 
dam/s to the proposed Holiday Home 
premises, however, it is recommended that 
prospective tenants be advised at the time of 
booking of the presence of nearby dams so 
that they can make an informed decision as to 
the suitability of the property for their purposes. 
 
Fencing is a matter for private landholders to 
resolve as per the Dividing Fences Act 1961 
and the Shire of Denmark Local Laws Relating 
to Fencing. Where properties abut a public 
road reserve such fencing is to be at the 
landholders cost. Special Provisions applicable 
to the Special Rural zone discourage fencing 
of property boundaries within Tree 
Preservation areas.  
 
The stock proof fence as referenced on the 
subdivision guide plan relates to the interface 
with adjacent rural landholdings and was not 
intended to be mandated on internal 
boundaries within the Special Rural 



 subdivision. The requirement to implement 
stock fencing as part of a Holiday Home 
application cannot be demonstrated.  
 
Bird scaring activities as referenced in (ix) of 
the TPS 3 Special Provisions relate to potential 
amenity impacts upon residential dwellings 
arising from the operation of nearby Rural 
Pursuits (such as the use of gas guns) and has 
no relevance to the current application.   
 
As a result of submissions received the 
applicant has supported a reduction in the 
maximum occupancy of the Holiday Home to 
8. The Shire’s Principal Environmental Health 
Officer has confirmed acceptability of the 
effluent disposal system to accommodate 8 
persons. 
 
Contact details of the relevant Property 
Manager will be made available to landowners 
consulted as part of the development 
application should any issues arise with 
management of the property or tenant 
behaviour. Complaints should also be reported 
to the Shire for investigation, noting that the 
approval (if granted) would be for an initial 12 
month period so as to provide an opportunity 
for further review.   

S2 Details omitted as 
per Council Policy. 

Submitter is an 
adjoining 
landowner. 

In response to this second application for the same request asked for on the 
14/04/2016, I offer the same objections as I have previously have on 22/04/2016. 
 
The original block was 10 acres owned by a Mr Salfinger, which he subdivided and 
sold the lower 5 acre block to us. There is communal road that runs right through 
the two blocks and it was agreed at the time not to put a fence across…for better 
fire control access and ease of access for the gardener that services both blocks. 
I am aware that the family that owns Lot 62 use my block when I am not there… as 
evident with soccerballs/golfalls/yabbie nets etc… left behind. I am concerned that 
holiday makers will do the same…even though I have a private property/no entry 
sign on the boundary. As I have two large dams, this could be a problem. I would 
therefore request a fence to be erected on the adjoining boundary. Because of the 
difficult of the terrain, the fence does not have to extend all the way to the eastern 
end...just to act as a visual sign of where the boundary is. 

  
Upon inspecting the property it was evident 
that there is no clear boundary demarcation in 
vicinity of the driveway. In this regard it would 
be foreseeable that visitors could unknowingly 
enter the submitter’s property at this point.  

 
It is recommended that a condition be applied 
to clearly demarcate and signpost the property 
boundary where it crosses the driveway.  
 
The applicant has responded to claims relating 
to use of the submitter’s property in 
Attachment 8.1.2c. 



 
The owners know where the boundary is…people renting don’t. 
I have concerns about noise as well…even though I realise noise is not recognised 
as a valid objection. My building envelope is close to the boundary because of the 
two large dams…which must have been taken into consideration when the block 
was approved for subdivision. 10 people seems excessive for a holiday 
let..especially if that consisted of 5 couples. We bought the 5 acre block for a 
tranquil lifestyle and to appreciate the countryside, and would ask you to take this 
into consideration. 
Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to express my thoughts.  

 

 
The issue of noise is speculative, noting that 
this could equally pose an issue whether 
occupied by owners, renters or holiday 
makers. Although both residences are located 
relatively close to the boundary, there is no 
clear line of sight between the residential 
buildings due to the existing topography and 
nature of screening vegetation.  

 
The applicant has agreed to reduce the total 
occupancy of the holiday home to a maximum 
of 8. 
 

S3 Details omitted as 
per Council Policy. 

Submitter is an 
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Original Comments 5th May 2016-05-05 
 
In response to your letter dated April 14 relating to proposal to consider 
development approval for a holiday home on Lot 62 Myers Road I would submit my 
objection based on the following points: 
 
The area contained within the general Myers Road and Craig View precinct is 
populated by people similar to ourselves who purchased land or property with some 
acreage to retire or live peacefully on. The relatively secluded nature of the area 
with limited associated traffic certainly was a major attraction to myself and wife 
when we purchased our property. The granting of a holiday home permit to an 
already established dwelling would in my opinion impact on the general traffic 
movement in this immediate area and significantly have potential impact on the 
general ambience of this area. 
In addition to this, there is currently no provision for foot traffic via established 
footpaths and no recreation areas immediately adjacent to the proposed dwelling to 
allow the holiday visitors to pursue any additional activities. Coupled to this point I 
have noticed this dwelling has no southern boundary fence which raises security 
questions for adjacent properties. 
 
Another issue which should be considered carefully by Council is the South Coast 
Highway turnoff into Myers Road. There have been several near misses on this 
corner when residents coming from Denmark turn right into Myers and have to deal 
with traffic travelling east towards Denmark on South Coast Highway whilst traffic 
travelling west towards Walpole are rapidly coming up behind the turning vehicle. 
There is inadequate passing room on the inside for emergency evasive action 
because of the narrow width of the road in that area and this is a significant safety 
concern to me with the potential additional traffic added by a holiday home permit. 
The proposed sub division immediately east of the Myers Rd turnoff has already 

 
Concerns associated with the potential for 
Holiday Homes to impact upon the quiet 
amenity of the area are speculative. Policy 
19.5 upon which the application is to be 
assessed does not apply restrictions on the 
number or location of holiday homes within the 
Special Rural zone.  
 
The property is located on a lower order local 
road and the Holiday Home is not likely to 
generate any greater traffic or pedestrian 
conflict than that which could otherwise occur if 
the property were permanently occupied, 
noting that Holiday Homes are unlikely to be 
tenanted all of the time.  
 
Assumptions relating to the driving ability of 
holiday makers as opposed to permanent 
residents within the Myers Road estate cannot 
be substantiated. 
 
The Myers Road/ South Coast Highway 
intersection was designed and constructed in 
accordance with the relevant subdivision 
approval requirements at the time. The Holiday 
Home does not justify the requirement for 
upgrade of the intersection at this point in time.  
 



had its proposed access deployed to Cussons Road because of this issue and I am 
stunned to think Council is even considering a proposal which potentially adds a lot 
of locally unaware drivers to this very risky area. 
 
On a more holistic point, I strongly object to Council even giving consideration to a 
proposal which places an existing residential dwelling in a residential area 
permission to allow up to 10 people there at one time. I have a firm view that 
Council should be encouraging more people to live here in dwelling rather than 
permitting existing dwellings to become “holiday homes”. 
It does nothing for existing residents who purchased in good faith with the 
expectation that their standard of peaceful living and environment wouldn’t be 
interrupted by potentially disruptive holiday makers. 
On that note I would like clarification on this point: 
Who is going to deal with anti social or excessively noisy behaviour when a group of 
temporary visitors get out of control? 
I know who I’ll be ringing and it won’t be the Policy. It will be the Council who gave 
permission in the first place. 
 
I seriously urge the Planning Department to consider carefully this proposal.  
I feel that there exists a very real threat to our standard of quiet living we enjoy 
currently. 
In addition, and as stated previously, the very real risk of a major incident on the 
South Coast Highway and Myers Road intersection can only be magnified by the 
addition of locally unaware visitors who just don’t understand the real risks of that 
intersection. 
 
On I final note I would add my personal opinion as such. 
People who purchase existing homes in an established area and then for whatever 
reason decide it becomes unattractive or untenable or even undesirable to live in 
that said dwelling should do what the rest of the population does and place it on the 
market for a family to live in. Don’t attempt to submit proposals for what effectively is 
a paradigm shift in what most residents in that area believed was in place at the 
time they purchased their properties. 
 
In conclusion, myself and my wife are objecting to this short sighted and gratuitous 
consideration for a holiday home on Lot 111 Myers Road. I am happy to have my 
name published if and when required to interested parties. 
 
The Shire of Denmark should be concentrating their efforts on attracting permanent 
residents to live and contribute to this great community, not encouraging a 
temporary population that typically stay a week or two. In fairness I do believe the 
Shire of Denmark do a pretty good job all round and serve our community rather 
well, but in this case I believe the submission should be refused. 

Issues relating to anti-social behaviour and 
noise emissions from the property could apply 
irrespective of whether the property is 
permanently occupied by the owner or long 
term renters. Policy 19.5 stipulates that 
speculation relating to potential behaviour of 
guests (including noise) does not represent a 
valid ground for refusal.  

A Property Management Plan is required to be 
provided to landowners consulted as part of 
the application in the event that approval is 
granted. This includes contact details for the 
assigned Property Manager and a Code of 
Conduct for Guests should any issues arise. 
The submitter would also be encouraged to 
forward any valid complaints to the Shire for 
investigation, noting that they may be taken 
into account as part of any renewal application.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Additional Comments sent 01/11/2018 
 
In addition to the above objections made in response to the first application I would 
add the following points. 
 
I have observed several separate (over different times) of people walking through 
my immediate neighbours’ property which is directly below Lot 62. They appear to 
be visitors and are different groups each time. This leads me to believe that there is 
letting of these premises going on now which would appear at odds with the current 
by laws. 
 
The second point I would make is this: 
Just how many times do these people apply for this sort of dispensation? 
Surely if the application has been refused once then that should be it. The Council 
should simply stand their ground and enforce the original decision. 
 
We purchased in this vicinity to enjoy a peaceful lifestyle. Not to have the additional 
traffic as stated previously, not to have a procession of people wandering through 
my neighbour’s property and not to have the additional noise that surely will be 
generated at times from (hopefully) a small percentage of holiday makers. 
 
So we are more opposed now than previously. We as a community should be 
encouraging people to permanently settle in Denmark, not buy property and then for 
whatever reason wish to join the Air B’n’B brigade. 
Hoping you take this submission on board. 
I know the general feeling from residents in this area is that of rejection of this 
application.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The applicant has responded to claims relating 
to potential trespass and unauthorised 
operation of a Holiday Home in Attachment 
8.1.2c. 
 
 
The previous Holiday Home application was 
not refused by Council. The applicant withdrew 
the application following public submissions 
with no formal determination having been 
issued.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Issues relating to potential noise emission from the outdoor area would apply irrespective of the Holiday Home use. Policy 19.5 stipulates that speculation relating to potential 



behaviour of guests (including noise) does not represent a valid ground for refusal.  

 Conditions restricting occupancy would form part of any development approval. 

 Renewal applications are not subject to re-consultation although any valid complaints received by the Shire would be taken into account as part of a future assessment.  

 Contact details of the relevant Property Manager are required to be provided to landowners consulted as part of the development application should approval be granted.   
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Existing gravel driveway view north 

 
Existing driveway showing proximity of adjacent residence to west  



Existing x2 carbays, turnaround area and gravel track providing access to adjacent 
property to south.  

 
View towards southern property boundary showing access track and signage 



 
South-east elevation of house 
 

 
View from rear of house facing south 



 
Existing dam at rear of house.  




